Interaction of intermediate filaments with nuclear lamina and cell periphery.
Ultrastructural observations of the cytoskeleton suggest that the connection of the intermediate filaments (IFs) to actin microfilaments (MFs) at the plasma membrane and the nuclear lamina inside the nuclear membrane link signals received at the cell periphery to the nucleus. When these connections are viewed in three dimensions using detergent extracted cytoskeletal preparations from tissue cultures or slices made from tissue, the IFs are seen to run without interruption from the cell periphery to the nucleus and back. The IFs form side to side connections with the nuclear lamina and pore complexes. The nucleus and the centrioles are supported and held suspended in these extracted cells where all organelles and cytosol have been removed. The IFs are particularly dense in the ectoplasm where they form a sheet and provide the scaffolding which maintains the shape of the extracted cells. The IFs in the ectoplasm are attached to desmoplakin at cell-cell desmosome adhesions and to MFs where the cells are attached to the fibronectin substratum possibly through integrin linkages at adhesion plaques. This was graphically shown by immunogold labelling of IF cells treated with nickel. In this way, it was possible to visualize the loss of the cell-cell connections at desmosomes and the disruption of the IF-MF connections in the ectoplasm. The MFs after losing their connections with the IFs, redistribute to cover the entire cell periphery. The nickel treatment of primary liver cell cultures lead to the loss of several functions including formation of the bile canaliculus, the ability to secrete fluorescein diacetate and the ability to take up horseradish peroxidase (HRP) by endocytosis. These observations support the conclusion that the IF-MF connections at the cell periphery provide both structural and functional polarity of the liver cells including uptake and secretion and the formation of bile canaliculi.